
Subject : Science Year Group: 8

Chemistry Biology Physics Physics Science Physics Biology Biology Chemistry Chemistry Physics Biology

Scheme title Earth - Climate                                          Earth - Earth's Resources Electromagnets - Magnetism Energy - Work and Heating Cooling Enquiry Processes 2 Forces- Contact forces and pressure Genes –Evolution & Inheritance Organisation : Breathing 8.3 and Digestion 8.4 Reactions Matter: Elements & periodic table Wave Effects and Properties Ecosystem – Respiration and Photosynthesis

Purpose of scheme A unit which looks at the human 

impact on the world

A unit which introduces the ideas 

about how we make use of the 

resources available to us, and 

how to do that in a sustainable 

way

An introduction to magnetism and 

electromagnetism

This unit provides real-life examples where we need to 

think about the use and efficient transfer of energy

Further opportunities to think about how Science works 

and how new theories are developed and checked

This unit builds on the basics of Forces from Y7 and 

applies the ideas to different situations. It also 

introduces the concept of pressure

This unit develops the idas from Y7 about reproduction 

and variation to look at our understanding of genetics

This unit builds on the Y7 ideas around cells to look at 

two imprtant life-processes in our bodies

This unit develops ideas from Y7 

to look at some specific types of 

chemical reaction

This unit introduces ideas about the structure of matter and different types of material This unit further develops ideas about waves from the 

Y7 light and sound topic to look at other applications

This unit focuses on more biological processes which 

keep plants and animals alive

Knowledge in 

sequence

SOW being updated SOW being updated See non-portable knowledge document 

for full detail:

Magnets

Magnetic fields

Electromagnets

Factors affecting the strength of an 

electromagnet

3.3.1 Work, energy, and machines

• Compare the work done in different scenarios and by 

different machines

• Explain how conservation of energy applies in one 

example

• Evaluate results (including random and systematic 

errors) and suggest how the experiment can be 

improved

3.4.1 Energy and temperature

• Give an example to show that energy and temperature 

are different

• Explain, in terms of particles, how energy is 

transferred

• Give examples of equilibrium

• Describe sources of error as systemic or random, and 

suggest ways to minimise these

3.4.2 Energy transfer: particles

• Explain in detail the processes involved during heat 

transfers

• Explain why certain materials are good thermal 

insulators

• Explain the pattern in conduction shown by 

experimental results

3.4.3 Energy transfer: radiation and insulation

• Explain how thermal equilibrium can be established

Lesson Titles

L1 -Planning how to answer a question

L2 -Analysing & Evaluating

L3 -Communication

L4 -Evidence & Sources

L5 -Critique claims and justify opinions

L6 -Risks & Benefits

L7 -Review theories 1

L8 -Review theories 2

L9 -CMP & Review

L10 -End of Year 8 Test 

For further detail, see Non-Portable document in Unit 

folder 

T:\bec\Curriculum.Enrichment.Inclusion\Curriculum\Sci

ence\Lessons\Key stage 3 (Phase 1)\KS3 AQA 2020\Yr 8 

Enquiry Processes 2

Lesson Titles:

L1 – friction and drag

L2 – frictional practical

L3 – Hooke’s law

L4 – moments

L5 – pressure in gases

L6 – pressure in liquids

L7 – stress

For further detail, see Non-Portable document in Unit 

folder 

T:\bec\Curriculum.Enrichment.Inclusion\Curriculum\Sci

ence\Lessons\Key stage 3 (Phase 1)\KS3 AQA 2020\Yr 8 

Forces –Contact forces & Pressure

Lesson Titles

L1 Natural Selection

L2 Charles Darwin

L3 Extinction

L4 Preserving biodiversity & CMP

L5 Inheritance

L6 DNA

L7 Genetics

L8 Genetic modification & CMP

L9 Revision

L10 Test

L11 Review activities

For further detail, see Non-Portable document in Unit 

folder 

T:\bec\Curriculum.Enrichment.Inclusion\Curriculum\Sci

ence\Lessons\Key stage 3 (Phase 1)\KS3 AQA 2020\Yr 8 

Genes -Evolution & Inheritance

Lesson Titles

L1- The Gas Exchange (respiratory) system.

L2 - Mechanism of breathing

L3 – Analysing lung capacity

L4 - Medicinal and recreational drugs & CMP 1

L5 - The effects of smoking

L6 - The effects of alcohol

L7 - The balanced diet & CMP

L8 - Food test practical & Assessed Hwk Qn

L9 - The effects of an unhealthy diet

L10a & 10b - The digestive system

L11 -Bacteria and enzymes in digestion

L13 - End of unit test

For further detail, see Non-Portable document in Unit 

folder 

T:\bec\Curriculum.Enrichment.Inclusion\Curriculum\Sci

ence\Lessons\Key stage 3 (Phase 1)\KS3 AQA 2020\Yr 7 

Organisms – Breathing and Digestion

SOW being updated L1- Atoms

L2- Elements

L3- Compounds

L4- Chemical formula

L5- Polymers + CMP-1

L6- Periodic table

L7- Metals and non-metals

L8- Group 1 elements 

L9- Group 7 elements

L10- Displacement reactions (Group-7) + CMP-2

L11- Group 0 elements

L12- Revision

L13- End of unit test

T:\bec\Curriculum.Enrichment.Inclusion\Curriculum\Science\Lessons\Key stage 3 

(Phase 1)\KS3 AQA 2020\Yr 8 Matter -Elements & Periodic table

Lesson Titles

L1- Waves Intro

L2- Sound waves, water waves and energy and CMP

L3- Radiation and Energy

L4- Modelling Waves

L5 - Test

For further detail, see Non-Portable document in Unit 

folder 

T:\bec\Curriculum.Enrichment.Inclusion\Curriculum\Sci

ence\Lessons\Key stage 3 (Phase 1)\KS3 AQA 2020\Yr 8 

Waves – Wave effects and Properties

Lesson Titles

L1- Aerobic Respiration

L2- Anaerobic Respiration

L3- Biotechnology ( Fermentation) & CMP1 

L4- Photosynthesis

L5- Leaves

L6- Investigating Photosynthesis

L7- Plant Minerals & CMP 2 

L8-Assessment

For further detail, see Non-Portable document in Unit 

folder 

T:\bec\Curriculum.Enrichment.Inclusion\Curriculum\Sci

ence\Lessons\Key stage 3 (Phase 1)\KS3 AQA 2020\Yr 8- 

Ecosystem- Respiration and photosynthesis

Skills SOW being updated SOW being updated Equipment and terminology.

Extended writing in certain parts of 

practical write up. 6 mark exam 

questions

Numeracy links – inputting data into formula to 

complete calculations, rearranging formula, converting 

units

Literacy links – PEE chains, extended responses to 

explain key ideas using evidence. 

Science links – knowledge of particles (arrangement of 

solids, liquids and gases)

Maths link- how to layout common mathematical 

problems in science

Scientific equipment: choosing appropriate equipment 

and drawing scientific diagrams

Literacy- How to structure a scientific plan- eg: 

aim/hypothesis, equipment, method, variables etc

Literacy- how to start to structure extended response 

question, how to incorporate scientific keywords 

correctly into answers

Tables- how to present a risk assessment for practical 

activities eg: hazard, risk, precaution

Maths link- how to rearrange equations and layout 

common mathematical problems in science

Scientific equipment: choosing appropriate equipment 

and drawing scientific diagrams

Literacy- How to structure a scientific plan- eg: 

aim/hypothesis, equipment, method, variables etc

Tables- how to present a risk assessment for practical 

activities eg: hazard, risk, precaution

Results table – where to put independent, dependent 

and repeats.

Maths link- data -how to understand and evaluate

Literacy- how to structure 6 mark extended response 

question, how to incorporate scientific keywords 

correctly into answers

Literacy/Oracy -how to present arguments for and 

against and provide a summary/balanced view.

Maths link- how to rearrange equations and layout 

common mathematical problems in science

Scientific equipment: choosing appropriate equipment 

and drawing scientific diagrams

Literacy- How to structure a scientific plan- eg: 

aim/hypothesis, equipment, method, variables etc

Literacy- how to structure 6 mark extended response 

question, how to incorporate scientific keywords 

correctly into answers

Tables- how to present a risk assessment for practical 

activities eg: hazard, risk, precaution

SOW being updated •	Finding patterns and trends in data

•	Linking structure to properties and uses

•	Writing word equations and balanced symbol equations

•	Interpreting data – charts, graphs and tables

Maths link- how to rearrange equations and layout 

common mathematical problems in science

Scientific equipment: choosing appropriate equipment 

and drawing scientific diagrams

Literacy- How to structure a scientific plan- eg: 

aim/hypothesis, equipment, method, variables etc

Literacy- how to structure 6 mark extended response 

question, how to incorporate scientific keywords 

correctly into answers

Tables- how to present a risk assessment for practical 

activities eg: hazard, risk, precaution

Maths link- how to rearrange equations and layout 

common mathematical problems in science

Scientific equipment: choosing appropriate equipment 

and drawing scientific diagrams

Literacy- How to structure a scientific plan- eg: 

aim/hypothesis, equipment, method, variables etc

Literacy- how to structure 6 mark extended response 

question, how to incorporate scientific keywords 

correctly into answers

Tables- how to present a risk assessment for practical 

activities eg: hazard, risk, precaution

Key Words Global warming - Gradual increase in 

surface temperature of earth.

Fossil fuels - Remains of dead 

organisms that are burned as fuels to 

release carbon dioxide.

Carbon sink - Areas of vegetation the 

oceans of soil which absorb and store 

carbon

Green house effect - When energy 

from the sun is transferred as 

thermal energy store of gases in 

earth’s atmosphere.

Natural resources - Materials 

from the Earth which act as raw 

materials for making a variety of 

products.

mineral	                         Naturally 

occurring metal or metal 

compounds.

Ore - Naturally occurring rock 

containing sufficient minerals for 

extraction

Extraction - Separation of a metal 

from a metal compound

Recycling - processing a material 

so that it can be used again.

Carbon footprint - The amount of 

energy used by each person 

during their lifetime is known as 

their carbon footprint.

Electrolysis - Using electricity to 

split up a compound into 

elements.

Magnetic field - A region where a 

magnetic material will experience a force

Non-contact force - A force that does not 

need objects to be touching 

Attract - A force that tries to pull objects 

towards each other

Repe - 	A force that tries to push two 

objects away from each other

Permanent magnet - A magnet that 

produces it’s own magnetic field all the 

time

Electromagnet - A magnet created by 

wrapping wire with a current around an 

iron core

Core - The material in the middle of the 

electromagnet – usually made of soft 

iron

Current	 - The amount of charge flowing 

per second

Conservation of energy - Energy can never be created or 

destroyed just transferred from one store to another.

Work - The amount of energy transferred to carry out 

an action. e.g. lifting a book, work is done against 

gravity.

Input and output force - Input force is the energy used 

to start an action, output force is the energy outcome.

Random errors - Occur due to human error and 

mistakes made when carrying out a method.

Systematic errors - Occur due to faulty equipment in an 

experiment.

Convection currents - As the particles near a heat source 

are heated they spread out and become less dense, this 

means that they will rise.  More dense particles will take 

their place at the bottom nearest the heat source 

creating a constant flow of particles.

Equilibrium - If there is no transfer of thermal energy 

and 2 materials are at the same temperature.

Independent - What you change in an investigation to 

see how it affects the dependent variable.

Dependent - What you measure or observe in an 

investigation when you change the independent 

variable.

Control	 - one that remains unchanged or is held 

constant to stop it affecting the dependent variable.

Evaluate - To discuss the quality of data collected during 

an investigation and suggest improvements to the 

method.

Continuous - Has values that can be any number.

Discontinuous - Has values that are words or discrete 

numbers.

scientific enquiries         Different ways to investigate 

including observation over time, fair test and pattern 

seeking.

Friction - A force produced when two surfaces rub 

together that acts to slow down moving objects.

Fluid - A liquid or gas.

Drag - The force that slows down objects moving 

through fluids.

Contact force - A force that acts between objects that 

are touching.

Extension - The increase in length of an object such as a 

spring.

Hooke’s law - The force applied to a spring is directly 

proportional its extension.

Moment - The turning effect of a force.

Resultant force - The overall force acting on an object.

Stress - the pressure that is exerted on a solid.

Atmospheric pressure - the pressure that the air exerts 

on you all of the time.

Incompressible - These objects cannot be squashed.

Allele - Different version of a gene, which codes for the 

same characteristic, for each characteristic there are 

two alleles.

Dominant - The characteristic will be displayed, 

represented by a capital letter

Recessive - Will not be displayed as a characteristic 

unless there are two of the same allele, represented by 

a small letter

Genetic modification - The process scientists use to alter 

the genes of an organism

Enzyme -A protein molecule that is a biological catalyst

Lock and Key - The model of how enzymes digest 

substrates

Balanced diet - Contains all the food groups in the 

correct proportions.

Deficiency - Lacking a nutrient in your diet.

Gas exchange - The movement of oxygen into your 

blood and carbon dioxide out at the alveoli.

Inhale - Breathing in

Exhale - Breathing out

Diaphragm - A sheet of muscle underneath your lungs

Respiratory System - The organ system including your 

lungs and trachea.

Illegal drug - It is against the law to take such drugs

Body chemistry	 - The healthy chemical balance of your 

body.

Withdrawal Symptoms	Unpleasant physical reactions 

to stopping taking an addictive drug

Addiction - When somebody cannot stop taking a 

substance or doing an activity – they are dependent.

Fuel - A substance which stores 

energy in a chemical store.

Decomposition - Breaking down.

Thermal Energy - Heat.

Bond Energy - The amount of 

energy required to break a bond,

Atom - 	The smallest unit of matter and part of which an elemnt can be broken down 

into. Have a radius of approx 0.1nm. Have no overall charge. Approx 100 diff atoms.

Element -A substance made up of only one type of atom, which cannot be chemically 

broken into other substances. Represented by unique symbols Eg: Na. Approx 100 

different elements.

Compound - A substance made of two or more elements that have bonded chemically. 

These atoms are usually, but not always, joined in molecules. Can only be separated 

into elements by chemical reactions. The compound has different physical properties to 

the elements of which they are made.

Mixture - Two or more elements or compounds, not chemically bonded together. Can 

be separated by physical processes.

Mass number - The sum of the protons and neutrons in the nucleus

Atomic number - The number of protons in the atom. Number of protons = Number of 

electrons

Nucleus - The center of an atom, a region where protons and neutrons are located. The 

nucleus accounts for the atomic mass. Radius=less than 1/10000 (1x10-14m) of atom

Neutron - A subatomic particle that has no charge. Found in the nucleus.

Proton - A positively charged particle in an atom. The number of protons in the nucleus 

of an atom is the atomic number of an element.

Electron - A negatively charged particle in an atom. 

Polymer - A substance made from large molecules made up of many repeating units 

(monomers).  Can be natural eg: wool, cotton or synthetic eg: polyethene, nylon

Period - Rows of the periodic table of elements. These represent the number of energy 

levels for electrons in atoms of the elements. Eg: Na- period                                Groups	 - 

Columns on the periodic table of elements, ordered according to the numbers of 

electrons in the outer shells of the atoms of each element Eg: Na- group 1- 1 electron in 

outer shell

Ultrasound - Sound waves with frequencies higher than 

the human auditory range.

Ultraviolet (UV) - Waves with frequencies higher than 

light, which human eyes cannot detect.

Microphone - Turns the pressure wave of sound  hitting 

it into an electrical signal.

Loudspeaker - Turns an electrical signal into a pressure 

wave of sound.

Waves - Vibrations that transport energy from place to 

place without transporting matter

Pressure  Wave - An example is sound, which has 

repeating patterns of high-pressure and low-pressure 

regions.

Transverse wave - Where the direction of vibration is 

perpendicular to that of the wave.

Longitudinal wave - Where the direction of vibration is 

in the direction the wave is travelling.

Transmission - Where waves travel through a medium 

rather than be absorbed or reflected.

Fertilisers -Chemicals containing minerals that plants 

need to build new tissues

Photosynthesis - A process where plants and algae turn 

carbon dioxide and water into glucose and release 

oxygen.

 Chlorophyll - Green pigment in plants and algae which 

absorbs light energy

 Stomata - Pores in the bottom of a leaf which open and 

close to let gases in and out

End Point Exam-style end of topic test which 

will assess the knowledge and skills 

Exam-style end of topic test 

which will assess the knowledge 

Exam-style end of topic test which will 

assess the knowledge and skills from this 

Exam-style end of topic test which will assess the 

knowledge and skills from this unit

Exam-style end of topic test which will assess the 

knowledge and skills from this unit

Exam-style end of topic test which will assess the 

knowledge and skills from this unit

Exam-style end of topic test which will assess the 

knowledge and skills from this unit

Exam-style end of topic test which will assess the 

knowledge and skills from this unit

Exam-style end of topic test 

which will assess the knowledge 

Exam-style end of topic test which will assess the knowledge and skills from this unit Exam-style end of topic test which will assess the 

knowledge and skills from this unit

Exam-style end of topic test which will assess the 

knowledge and skills from this unit
Assessment method SOW being updated SOW being updated Exam Q- lesson 3 electromagnets 

practical - includes 6 mark question

End of topic Kerboodle test

Common marking points (CMPs)- feedback provided by 

teacher at the following p+E3oints:

1)	After Energy and temperature

2)	After Energy transfer (radiation)

End of unit test (50mins) to be given after insulation 

practical and revision.

Common marking points (CMPs) and recall/application 

questions throughout the unit to be completed as 

follows:

Lesson 9: CMP-1 

Lesson 10: Settling in test -GL Assessment

Common marking points (CMPs) and exam questions 

throughout the unit  to be completed as follows:

Lesson 4: CMP1 

Lesson 6: CMP2

Lesson 8: End of unit assessment- teacher assessed

Common marking points (CMPs) and exam questions 

throughout the unit to be completed as follows:

Lesson 4: CMP1

Lesson 8: CMP2

Lesson 11: End of unit assessment- teacher assessed

Common marking points (CMPs) and exam questions 

throughout the unit to be completed as follows:

L4 - Medicinal and recreational drugs & CMP 1

L7 - The balanced diet & CMP

L8 - Food test practical & Assessed Hwk Qn

L13 - End of unit test

SOW being updated Common marking points (CMPs) & assessed skills/exam questions throughout the unit 

to be completed as follows:

L5- Polymers and CMP-1

L10- Displacement reactions and CMP-2

L13- End of unit AQA assessment

Common marking points (CMPs) and exam questions 

throughout the unit  to be completed as follows:

Lesson 1: CMP1

Lesson 5: End of unit assessment- teacher assessed

Common marking points (CMPs) and exam questions 

throughout the unit to be completed as follows:

Lesson 2: GCSE assessed question- Anaerobic 

Respiration

Lesson 3: CMP-1 – Assessing knowledge on Respiration

Lesson 4: GCSE assessed question- Photosynthesis

Lesson 7:  GCSE assessed questions and CMP 2 on plant 

minerals, leaves and photosynthesis

Lesson 8: End of unit assessment- teacher assessed


